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The user experience must be highly secured, fast and seamless. The team

will be developing a powerful app that is available for both Android and iOS that

will anticipate and respond to user needs and expectations. 

As the Federal workforce continues to embrace cloud and mobile technology, NetComm,

Inc. is positioning its Beacon software suite as a best of breed secure, highly available,

and user friendly mobile suite to meet changing Federal workplace needs in a secure

and highly available mobile platform. The GMU team will be delivering a highly secure,

cross platform, mobile application to meet these needs.

NetComm needs a secure platform available on both Android and iOS to let its users

aaccess data. A focus on security is critical. Any unauthorized attempts to get any data

from the app or database must be prevented. The mobile application must also be

highly available. There should be little to no down time, meaning that users of the

application should be able to securely access their data whenever they need to.

 ● Application was Built with the Xamarin framework for mobile platforms and PHP for
      the backend.

 ● RedHat Enterprise Linux as the operating system for the API as a web service.
 ● Implementation of 2-way asymmetric encryption for all client and server
     communications.

 ● Use of Amazon Web Services for load balancing and high availability.
 ● ● Other additional security features (ie. login password, biometric, etc…) 

These specic goals of the penetration testing were successfully tested and the team has

done things to mitigate the problems found. Team NetComm’s design implementation

has successfully made it secure and highly-available at all times. With the help of CoalFire

Systems who specialize in risk management and security, they made sure that our services

met the required standard and in compliance with FIPS-200 and NIST-800-53.

Penetration Testing Sponsored by:

Login Two-Factor Dashboard Control Panel

Amazon Web Services (AWS) automatically handles routing
and server-load allocation with its Elastic Load Balancer.
When multiple mobile devices connect to the application
server, AWS will automatically manage the traffic to a set of
internal servers in order to handle all server requests both

quickly and efficiently.

Team Netcomm implemented a mix of RSA and AES encryption to maintain secure
client and server communications. At launch time, the mobile device will
request a public RSA key from the server, which the server will then generate

and send back to the client.  The mobile device will then generate a private AES key.
It will send that key to the server through an encrypted message using the

previously generated RSA public key.  Server sends AES encrypted conrmation
message thmessage that it has been able to get its AES private key from the RSA message
If the mobile device can nally decrypt the AES message, then the mobile device

and the server can now communicate securely using this AES key.

Security is the most challenging part of this project. The team have spent days researching

the best possible security framework and libraries that will meet the required standard and

is in compliance with FIPS-200 and NIST-800-53.  As a result, the team had accomplished

 to combine different encryption algorithm in order to successfully transfer data between

the server and the device in encrypted form. Another crucial part of this project is to make

sure that the system is highly available. The team relied heavily on Amazon Web Services

sinsince they already offer the best solutions out there. This includes hosting, rewalls, and

protection against attacks. After the penetration testing was completed, Coalre Labs

was still able to nd some risk that could be potential to a data breach but the risks are low.

Coalre has also provided the team some recommendations to mitigate the problem.

 


